Expanding the evidence on cancer screening: the value of scientific, social and ethical perspectives

Experts have called for more attention to the politics, communication and ethics of screening, but there has been limited guidance on how this should be done. In this article, we propose the need for an expanded evidence base for cancer screening policy and practice. This has significant implications for cancer screening research, and for the type of research that could then be considered in evidence reviews and summaries. This approach builds on two ideas previously raised but not yet fully explored in the medical literature. The first is that we need to better understand why screening happens the way it does, sometimes apparently at odds with evidence of benefits and harms. This requires thinking about screening as a social process involving interest groups, politics, markets, consumers and health professionals. The second is that we need to think more systematically about the ethics of screening. Decades of screening guidelines and research have involved implicit moral judgements, but these have rarely applied formal ethical theory or drawn on empirical ethics research. By applying ethical frameworks and theories to guide research on moral and ethical questions in cancer screening, we will be more able to make ethical judgements on cancer screening policies and practices. We argue that more explicit and systematic investigation of the social and ethical aspects of cancer screening can support better informed and more accountable policy and practice decisions.

The value of formal inquiry into social and ethical aspects of screening

While attention to the benefits, harms and costs of cancer screening is essential, it is often insufficient to guide cancer screening policy and practice; for example, on prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening or mammography. An expanded approach will allow a more comprehensive understanding of the social and ethical implications of cancer screening that would rely on the generation and use of three kinds of evidence:

- Scientific evidence of the benefits, harms or costs of screening. This type of evidence is generally available — albeit sometimes unclear, or conflicting and contested — and already used in the development of screening policy and practice.
- Evidence about screening as a social activity, producing descriptions and explanations of how and why screening is done. This will require empirical research about social structures and processes, and consideration of screening provision in relation to evidence, societal values, and political and commercial interests. This type of evidence is currently limited and not generally used in the development of screening policy and practice.
- Evidence from empirical ethics research that is guided by formal ethical concepts and reasoning, and normative ethical frameworks to answer ethical questions about screening options. This type of evidence is currently very limited and is not used in the development of screening policy and practice. These three types of evidence, and the knowledge and understanding that they generate, would mutually influence each other, as illustrated in Box 1.

Investigating screening as a social issue

Cancer screening is a complex social process, involving different people, organisations and technologies. Social research is valued in medicine and public health for its ability to answer questions about the way that things happen and what things mean. It generates knowledge about people, their interactions, and the way their actions can be explained in the context of social structures and situations. It examines accounts of individuals’ experiences and perspectives on the world, and observes their actions, how they talk, and the way they use technologies and other material things. It can also examine and explain positions taken and the actions of groups such as social, professional or commercial entities. Interviews, focus groups, direct observations and existing documents (such as policies, websites or newspapers) can all provide data for research to determine how screening is currently occurring, why it is occurring in that way, and what is required to change how it occurs.

Summary

- We propose an expanded approach to evidence for cancer screening policy and practice.
- First, we need to better understand why and how screening happens the way it does, sometimes at odds with evidence of benefits and harms.
- Second, we need to systematically investigate the ethics of cancer screening to illuminate moral concerns and expand the scope of screening research to address ethical dilemmas.
- An expanded approach will offer essential information to better support well reasoned judgements, and develop more accountable and less contested cancer screening policies.
Research on how screening programs have developed would explain why implementation is variable, consistent or inconsistent with the evidence base, how screening providers make decisions in the context of uncertainty, and how conflicts have developed. Research on how screening programs are provided can also explain how and why consumers, providers, decisionmakers and commercial interests act in relation to screening. For example, why consumers overestimate screening benefits, how technologies can become entrenched in the absence of evidence, and how financial or institutional interests influence communication about screening. Fletcher has argued that population scientists need “to better communicate with the public if evidence-based recommendations [about screening] are to be heeded by clinicians, patients, and insurers”. This can only be achieved through understanding the actions, influences and motivations of all interest groups, and this can be empirically derived and described through systematic and rigorous social research.

Investigating screening as an ethical issue

Ethics is the branch of philosophy focused on moral reasoning and determining right actions; it aims to discover the right thing to do, and to determine why it is right. A number of writers have considered the ethics of screening, but screening research has not routinely considered ethical questions. Formal application of ethical theory in designing screening research could provide frameworks to examine and explain existing moral concerns in screening; expand the scope of what is investigated by introducing concepts and theories to drive new cancer screening research; and make explicit the plurality of values in screening decisions and offer criteria to evaluate whether and how well this plurality has been addressed.

Ethics can provide new tools to address moral concerns that have been troubling screening experts for many decades. For example, Fletcher’s analysis of breast cancer epidemiology,2 the proposal by Harris and colleagues that screening should be evaluated according to the umbrella concept of a “predictor of poor health”,1 or Eddy’s cost-effectiveness analysis decision tables3 all seek to answer a question with moral significance: how can we best maximise the benefits and minimise the harms of intervention? This question is central in utilitarianism, which considers the best actions to be those that generate the greatest utility for the greatest number of people — where utility might be defined as pleasure, happiness or health, or more generally, benefit. The literature about the strengths and weaknesses of utilitarianism can inform how we study the benefits and harms of screening. Traditional approaches to screening have been critiqued as “naïvely utilitarian”,7 for downplaying the moral significance of harming some to benefit others, and the consequences of service providers failing to disclose the possible harms of screening to recipients. Critiques of utilitarianism might also encourage further study of which benefits and harms count in a decision-making calculus, or the problems and implications of combining qualitatively different benefits and harms into a single metric.8

Other ethical theories emphasise different concerns, such as our moral duty to respect others, and how to balance concerns for individuals with concerns for communities. Such theories encourage explicit examination of the responsibilities of service providers towards screening candidates, empirical evaluation of the moral significance and impact of supporting (or not supporting) the autonomy of those screened, and whether there are any conditions under which mandatory screening might be considered acceptable.

Three-dimensional evidence: examining PSA screening as a scientific, social and ethical issue

We apply the proposed three-pronged approach to guide cancer screening research to the example of PSA testing (Box 2). This illustrates what types of scientific, social and ethical questions have been investigated to date, although social and ethics research is not often considered as evidence in reviews that guide cancer screening policy and practice. We also suggest questions that could be addressed if the expanded three-dimensional approach to evidence were to be applied to guide new PSA screening research.

The new health technology assessment (HTA) core model for screening technologies developed by the European network for HTA illustrates how an expanded assessment of cancer screening can be operationalised.25 This tool identifies questions for assessing the clinical, economic, ethical and social (which they distinguish from organisational and legal) implications of screening technologies. Although the HTA core model does not explore the interactions between the scientific, social and ethical domains identified in this article, the European approach is significantly broader than that adopted by the American Cancer Society, which focuses on scientific evidence.26 Unfortunately, there are significant gaps in the empirical work required to answer many of the questions posed in the European HTA model, and when appropriate social and ethics research is lacking, answers are sought from brief consultations and expert opinion.25 An expanded social and ethical agenda for cancer screening research would begin to address these gaps in the evidence. This would better support the commencement, provision or
### 2 Scientific, social and ethics research on prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening, and future research questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain 1: benefits, harms and costs</th>
<th>Domain 2: social processes</th>
<th>Domain 3: ethics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose of investigations</strong></td>
<td>Measure benefits, harms and costs of PSA screening</td>
<td>Describe the way that PSA screening is provided and communicated about, and explain how it came to be that way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interactions with other domains</strong></td>
<td>Ethics can identify new outcomes or distributions of outcomes to measure; social research can explain why PSA screening practice does not always align with evidence-based recommendations</td>
<td>Evidence of benefits, harms and costs can identify unanticipated effects that require social explanations; ethical frameworks can suggest research questions for social research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Questions addressed in available research** | Evidence reviews and recommendations for policy and practice:  
- What are the net benefits and harms of PSA screening, and what is the evidence-based recommendation for practice?  
- What is the cost-effectiveness of PSA screening? | Behaviour of physicians and patients:  
- Do trials and United States Preventive Services Task Force recommendations have some impact on PSA testing?  
- Do physicians influence the likelihood of patients being tested, and what predicts the likelihood of physicians recommending PSA testing?  
- What advice do physicians give patients about PSA testing?  
- How do men respond to physician advice and why? | Ethical evaluations of PSA screening:  
- What are important limitations and gaps in the traditional screening evaluation criteria?  
- Under what circumstances is it ethical to provide individuals with screening tests that are not recommended at population level?  
- How does consent apply to the sons of men with diagnosed prostate cancer with no clinical significance? |
| **Questions for further research** | What are the broader social and ethical benefits and harms of PSA screening?  
- What is the social distribution of harms?  
- Are there any conditions under which benefits might outweigh harms?  
- Is PSA testing cost-effective? | How does PSA screening occur? Why does it occur that way?  
- How has PSA screening come to be a solution for the problem of prostate cancer?  
- What drives testing in men? What are the supply-side and demand-side drivers for testing against the evidence?  
- What is the experience of men who have different screening outcomes?  
- How is PSA screening used in different jurisdictions? If this varies, how can we explain the variation?  
- What do clinicians consider their moral obligations to be in relation to PSA testing? | Can PSA screening be ethically justified? If so, how? If not, why not?  
- What do stakeholders value about PSA testing?  
- What harms and benefits, beyond morbidity and mortality, should be included in evaluation of PSA testing? Why?  
- Are men coerced into PSA testing?  
- Are the burdens of PSA testing inequitably distributed?  
- Is PSA policy accountable and transparent?  
- Can we justify being paternalistic (restricting access to PSA even when men want it)? |
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**For debate**

The discontinuation of screening, inform public communication about screening, and assist citizens’ decisions about screening. As we move towards the second century of cancer screening, we need to ensure accountability to the citizens whose lives are changed, for better and for worse, by cancer screening programs. We believe the approach proposed is necessary to ensure such accountability.
Leopold Auenbrugger (1772–1809)

A NATIVE OF GRAZ, Austria, Auenbrugger was born on 19 November 1722 and studied medicine at the University of Vienna under Gerard van Swieten. After graduating in 1751, he became physician-in-chief of the Heiligen Geist Spital where he made his most important contribution to medicine — the use of percussion in the diagnosis of chest diseases.

Auenbrugger had noticed, while growing up, that the wine levels in wine casks could be measured by listening to the sounds made by tapping the casks. His observations on the use of percussion as a diagnostic technique, after 7 years of study, were published in 1761 in a booklet, Inventum novum, which, however, remained unnoticed.

In fact, his contemporaries ridiculed his ideas on percussion — a procedure now taken for granted, and his discovery lapsed into oblivion until it was rediscovered and revived by Napoleon’s favourite physician, Jean-Nicolas Corvisart (1755–1821) in 1808.

Auenbrugger’s original work had been translated by Rosiere de la Chassagne in 1770 but this work had also largely been ignored by the medical profession. Corvisart published his translation of the work in 1808, which finally helped to popularise the use of percussion as a legitimate diagnostic technique.

Auenbrugger was a man of many accomplishments and even wrote a libretto for Salieri’s opera, The chimney-sweep, which was produced at the court of the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria. Eponymically, he is remembered by Auenbrugger’s sign, or the bulging of the epigastric region in diffuse pericardial effusion.

Auenbrugger died in Vienna on 18 May 1809, about a year after the reintroduction of his method of chest percussion. Postally he was honoured by Austria in 1937 as one of the great Austrian physicians of the Old Vienna School.
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Karl Ferdinand Ritter von Arlt (1812–1887)

VON ARLT, the son of a blacksmith, was born in Ober-Graupen, a village near Teplitz, then in Austrian Bohemia, on 18 April 1812. He studied medicine at the Karls University of Prague and graduated in 1839.

He was primarily interested in the diseases of the eye, and wrote many articles and books on the subject. He also wrote extensively on the medicolegal aspects of eye injuries and his fame spread rapidly over Europe.

Von Arlt was appointed a professor of ophthalmology, first in Prague (1849–1856) and then in Vienna (1856–1883). He did some original research into the causes of myopia and amblyopia, and was the first to describe what became known as Arlt’s sinus of the lacrimal conducting system. An inspiring teacher and prolific writer, he had a big impact on the development of ophthalmology at this important stage of its history.

His work on clinical ophthalmology (Die krankheiten des auges, 1851) long served as a textbook on the topic, while his contribution to the surgical section of the first edition of the Graefe-Saemisch handbuch (1874) played a similar role in the development of ophthalmic surgery.

He persuaded Albrecht von Graefe to specialise in ophthalmology — von Graefe, along with Hermann von Helmholtz and Francisacus Donders, is one of the three “founding fathers” of the discipline. After von Graefe’s death in 1870, von Arlt became the co-editor (with Donders) of von Graefe’s Archiv für ophthalmologie (1870–1886). Eponymically he is remembered, among other things, by the Arlt operation for trichiasis.

Von Arlt died on 7 August 1887 and was postally honoured by Austria in 1937 as one great 19th century Austrian physicians.
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